
Technical Reference

for the

D104KRS Decoder 

REVERSING HEADLIGHTS PLUS F1-F2

Dimensions:  
1.9 x .65 x .125 inches  

49 x  16.5 x 3.2  mm

Decoder version 2.3

Fits Kato RS-2, RSC-2, C44-9W, 
Atlas U23B,and others

Easy installation... just plug it in!

This is an EPF (extended packet format) decoder supporting:
‚ Four digit address (long)
‚ Uploadable speed table with programmable motor drive frequency
‚ 128 Speed mode operation
‚ Decoder assisted consisting
‚ All forms of operations mode programming (programming on the mainline)
‚ Programmable Start Voltage works for all speed modes
‚ Motor rating 1.3 Amp continuous, 2 Amp peak (stall)
‚ Four function outputs rated for up to 40mA incandescent bulbs (150mA

when used with LEDs or optional series resistor)
‚ Auto-reversing headlights plus F1-F2.   

Every attempt has been made to ensure this decoder complies with
all applicable NMRA Standards and Recommended Practices 

This book, schematics and artwork copyright  1998-2000 
NCE Corporation     Webster, NY  14580   716-671-0370
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Configuration Variables used by D104 Decoders

CV1 normal 7 bit loco (short) address;  1-127 valid
CV2 vstart, value added to all speed steps of "standard speed table",  1 count

= .89% of full voltage when using the normal speed table.  If uploadable
speed table is used the percentage varies with the frequency of PWM
motor control in CV9.

CV3 acceleration rate (each unit  =  32mS between speed steps)  254 max.
CV23 is added to this value on power up]

CV4 deceleration rate (each unit =  32mS between speed steps)  254 max.
CV23 is added to this value on power up

CV7 Manufactuer ID.  North Coast = 11
CV8 Decoder version number.  This decoder is 16 which means ver. 1.6
CV9 PWM frequency.  This CV determinesthe total PWM period for the

uploadable speed table.  Each unit = 128uS this allows a frequency of  
30hz  to 279hz.   279hz comes from using each speed = 1 count this
yields: max speed = 28*128us for a 3.58mS period which equals 279hz.

CV17 high byte of 14 bit address 
bit 6,7 always= 1   
bits 0-5  are upper 6 bits of 14 bit address

CV18 low byte of 14 bit address (lower 8 bits)
CV19 8 bit address for consist, when active the consist responds to all

commands addressed to it the same as it would to it's normal 8 or 14 bit
address.  Note: the normal 8/14 bit address is still active for all
non-speed/direction commands (especially useful for headlight and other
function controls of individual locomotives while in consist).   If the consist
address is set to 0 then the consist is inactive.  

bits 0-6    7 bit consist address (1-127)
bit 7     0= direction is normal, 1= direction is reversed

CV23 acceleration rate adjust (each unit  =  32mS between speed steps)  this
value is added to the value in CV3 at power up or when reprogrammed

CV24 deceleration rate adjust (each unit  =  32mS between speed steps)  this
value is added to the value in CV4 at power up or when reprogrammed

CV29 - bit 0 1= direction of operation is reversed, 0= direction is normal
- bit 1  1= use 28 speeds mode,  0= 14 speed mode
- bit 2  1= DC conversion enabled. 0 = disable DC mode
- bit 3   not used
- bit 4  1= use alternate (uploadable) speed table, 0= use normal 
  speed table
- bit 5  1= use 14 bit address in CV17,18 (do not use CV1), 

0= use CV1 not CV17,18
- bit 6  not used
- bit 7  not used

UPLOADABLE SPEED TABLE VARIABLES
CV66          Speed step 0 of uploadable table (Must be 0 for proper operation
CV67-CV94 Speed step 1 to 28 of uploadable speed table
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PROGRAMMING TRACK INFORMATION:   This decoder complies with NMRA
RP-9.2.3 for both paged mode and register mode programming.

Ops mode programming (Programming on the Mainline):    Decoders do not
respond to the long form ops mode programming instructions at their consist address
(per RP-9.2.1).  This is to avoid setting CV29 while in a consist  then later wondering
why the decoder now only responds to it's long address rather than the short or
vice-versa.

Tip for using consists and extended addresses: leave CV1 set to 3, or some other
conveniently remembered address and only use the extended address (CV17, CV18)
set to your desired value.  This avoids mixing up normal 'short' addresses with consist
addresses.

Factory default values for decoder Configuration Variables (CVs) 
Digitrax users:  Use hex values all other systems use normal decimal numbers

alt spd table step 28C319594alt spd table step 7142073

alt spd table step 27A816893alt spd table step 6101672

alt spd table step 269615092alt spd table step 50C1271

alt spd table step 258713591alt spd table step 49970

alt spd table step 247B12390alt spd table step 35569

alt spd table step 237011289alt spd table step 24468

alt spd table step 226710388alt spd table step 12267

alt spd table step 215D9387alt spd table step 00066

alt spd table step 20568686

alt spd table step 194D7785error register0030

alt spd table step 18477184decoder configuration6629

alt spd table step 17406483deceleration adjust0024

alt spd table step 163C6082acceleration adjust0023

alt spd table step 15375581consist address0019

alt spd table step 14325080long address low byte0018

alt spd table step 132C4479long address high byteC019217

alt spd table step 12273978PWM frequencyC31959

alt spd table step 11243677deceleration004

alt spd table step 101F3176acceleration003

alt spd table step 91B2775start voltage442

alt spd table step 8172374short address331

DescriptionDefault value in
decimal     hex   

CVDescriptionDefault value in
decimal    hex   

CV

Installation Notes:
This decoder is designed to plug straight in to locomotives with an NMRA 8 pin
medium DCC socket.
If you are installing this decoder into a LifeLike SD7 or SD9 attach the included
extender plug to the bottom of the decoder to raise the decoder above the electronic
components on the locomotive circuit board.    
If you are installing the decoder in a Kato RSC-2 you will find the locomotive runs long
hood forward like the protoytpe.  If you wish to have the locomotive run short hood
forward add 1 to whatever value is in CV29 (read CV29 on the programming track and
put the same value, plus one, back in to CV29).
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DC "Analog" operation
These decoders come from the factory with analog mode enabled.  If you run your
locomotive on a regular DC layout  the power pack should be a good quality smooth
DC power unit.    Power packs with pulse power systems such as "tracking control",
etc. will give unpredictable operation.    Analog operation is included in your NCE
decoders so you will be able to run on conventional layouts without having to remove
the decoder or rewire your locomotive.

Wiring for "US" style lighting
The diagram above shows where to solder a short jumper wire on the decoder that will
keep the headlight lit in both directions of loc travel.   By installing a bulb wired to F1 for
the rear light you will have independent control of lights regardless of loco direction

About the extra function outputs:
Due to the high in-rush current of incandescent grain-of-wheat type bulbs (about 10
times the normal operating current)  function outputs are rated at  40mA each.  We
recommend Miniatronics part number 18-014-10 (2.4mm diameter 14 volt/30mA) or
number 18-712-10 (1.7mm diameter  12 volt/30mA) bulbs for good results.    If you
wish to use 50-150mA rated lamps use a 22 ohm 1/4 Watt resistor in series with each
bulb (this will also greatly extend bulb life).   The function outputs are rated at 150mA
continuous if used with LEDs other low in-rush devices.
     
Get our product catalog from your dealer or by writing to NCE Corp at 1260
Creek Street  Suite 105 , Webster, NY  14580.
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Function 1

Function 2

Note:  If a function controlled device presents an
inductive load (such as a relay), always use a
suppression diode across the device a shown

Relay, Smoke
Unit, Etc.

Green

Blue +

-

B

C

A

Don't connect here

Function common

Adding extra lights 
Grain-of-Wheat

Bulbs

D104KRS

BOTTOM VIEW

F1

COMMON

JUMPER WIRE

12 Volt Bulb

Wiring for independent control of headlight 
with rear light controlled by Function 1


